
Galatians 3 P9 

 

(3:15-23)  

PRAY 

Well, in these verses we return to the deep end of the pool! And as I mentioned the first time I used this 
analogy to speak about Galatians chapter three, we are going to be here for a while (at least until we are 
through not only chapter three – but four as well).  Both chapters ARE where Paul really lays down the 
“heavy fire” in support of his position that JUSTIFICATION under the New Covenant is GAINED by FAITH 
ALONE in CHRIST ALONE. As such they are the DEEPEST theologically (and therefore as I also mentioned 
in the past) WHERE extra mental ENERGY is absolutely required! And that is (of course) WHAT I am 
referring to WHEN I speak about the “deep end of the pool”.  These chapters in the book of GALATIANS 
are MOST MENTALLY challenging.  They require DEEP thinking. They are (therefore) a part of what Peter 
is referring to in 2Pe 3:16 when he states, “There are some things in (Paul’s letters) that are hard to 
understand which the ignorant and unstable twist to their own destruction, as they do the rest of the 
Scriptures.” 
That is an interesting statement for TWO reasons: 

(First) B/C it proves that THERE is an irreducible complexity to God’s Word that must be assented to if 
one wishes NOT ONLY to understand it---BUT escape the eternal destruction of HELL that is the penalty 
for GTG(WRONG) – which is the specific topic and Scriptures Peter is referring to (in referring to Paul’s 
letters). 

This is WHY (then) also Peter can say in the verse that follows, “You therefore Beloved, knowing this 
beforehand, take care that you are not carried away by the error of lawless people and lose (one’s) own 
stability”. 

IOW:  Commit yourself to the learning how to swim in the deep end of the pool because IF you are going 
to understand God’s Word – and not ultimately shipwreck your soul in the process, this is WHAT it will 
REQUIRE (even as it relates to the GOSPEL)—there is a complexity (to it)…  

IT cannot (therefore) be reduced/simplified to the point THAT those who really don’t want to have to 
use their brains can JUST “feel it” rather than think it.  It requires REAL WORK to GET it (and understand 
it) in a saving WAY (and so that we are NOT led astray BY all the IDIOTS claiming to HAVE simplified it).  
They haven’t simplified it—they JUST watered it down (which means it’s NOT the GOD’S GOSPEL 
anymore). There is (again) an irreducible complexity to God’s TRUTH (that therefore) demands that we 
give ourselves mentally to it (that word BTW translated “unstable” in re: to those twisting the Scriptures 
literally means ‘those who cannot commit – or stay the course” – iow: those who are unwilling to give 
themselves mentally to understand!). 

(Second reason) then I find what Peter says about Paul’s letters and those who twist them so interesting 
is B/C this is the CONTEXT of GALATIANS. 



 (You will remember from our prior conversations about the book ),that Peter (along with James) were 
convinced THAT in order to GAIN JUSTIFICATION (or a right standing before GOD), a person needed to 
NOT ONLY put faith in Christ – BUT also PRACTICE what the Jews had been practicing for a 1,000 years as 
the MEANS to entering into a RELATIONSHIP with GOD (and having their sins forgiven)—THAT being the 
OC clean laws (what Paul calls in all his letters, “the works of the law”): circumcision, sacrifices, Sabbaths 
and washings related to separation. FAITH ALONE in CHRIST ALONE was (iow) NOT enough… 

And so convinced (were they of this “different gospel”) THAT they sent compliance teams (groups Paul 
calls “the circumcision party”) to CONVERT the GALATIAN CHURCHES to their way of thinking. 

Which means that WHAT Peter says about the ignorant “twisting the Scriptures” over ten years later in 
his own letter (Galatians was written around 49AD whereas 2Peter was not written until the mid 60’s) IS 
A SUBJECT HE HAS first-hand experience with!!!! 

 HE HAD been (at one time) THAT person - and HAD PAUL NOT stepped in with the BIG theological GUNS 
to DEFEND what WAS the TRUE GOSPEL (on this issue), it would have LED the church (and all who 
followed it) TO CERTAIN DESTRUCTION. 

AND that B/C the “works of the law” HAVE no cards to play WHEN it comes to GAINING JUSTIFICATION 
before GOD. 

HOWEVER, if PETER (and the gang) were to understand THAT, it would MEAN taking the time to 
UNDERSTAND their place and purpose within God’s redemptive plan. 

AND that is exactly WHERE PAUL turns HIS SIGHTS (in our verses FOR TODAY). 

They represent a in depth study on the (WOTL) as it relates to their purpose and place within God’s 
redemptive plan. 

And though you MAY NOT see the relevancy of this kind of discussion TODAY (since there is NOT even a 
second of consideration given to the OC clean laws within Christianity TODAY), there are plenty of 
theological implications THAT are established by Paul’s explanation in these verses WHICH DO relate to 
issues GERMANE (and relevant) TO US TODAY –issues related to the GOSPEL itself. 

WHICH is why (then) THIS SUBJECT represents our 11th truth in GTGR series… 

11. GTGR requires understanding the purpose and place of the “works of the law” within redemptive 
history. 

Before we do that HOWEVER there are three things – I need RE-EMPHASIZE (b/c otherwise you become 
utterly confused once we jump into the text): 

(first) that the “works of the law” AGAIN refer to the OC clean laws of circumcision, sacrifice, Sabbaths 
and washings related to separation. Those things GOD prescribed under the OC as the means to 
entering into a right relationship with Him and having their sins forgiven (i.e. what God required in order 
to be spiritually clean) (e.g. 5:2). 

(second) Paul is not talking about earning your way to heaven by your good works.  

 



(third) IT is the WOTL (i.e. the OC clean laws) THAT are the SUBJECT under consideration in these verses 
(And NOT the entire law itself). You may remember (last week) I showed you that it is common for Paul 
to mention the WOTL in one verse-and then in the verses that follow, refer to it only as “the law”. AND 
SO IT IS (here) in our verses for TODAY. THE conversation started ALL the way back in 2:16 on the WOTL 
is continuing. Which means, rather than continuing to say “WOTL” Paul (at times) employs the 
grammatical tool of ellipsis, and says only “the law” --BUT again—it is the WOTL he is referring to since 
THAT is the portion of God’s OC law associated with the subject of GAINING JUSTIFICATION. 

The OC LAW (iow) could be divided into TWO PARTS: the clean laws (those pertaining to gaining a 
justified/clean/right state w/God); and the moral commands (those associated w/MAINTAINING that 
state/status). Several passages in the BIBLE make this clear (e.g. Lev 10:10; 1Co 7:19). 

(As a result) THIS too supports the fact THAT what Paul is fighting against in this letter to the GALATIANS 
(and in our verses for TODAY) is NOT the entirety of God’s LAW but simply those laws associated with 
GAIINING a RIGHT STATE with GOD—the OC clean laws (or the WOTL). 

WITH THAT in mind (then) let’s discuss the first point PAUL makes under this 11th GTGR TRUTH which 
is… 

11.1. The WOTL (or the OC) were never a part of God’s plan in bringing justification to the Gentiles. 

The Scriptures PROMISES (in multiple places) a time WHEN the GENTILES would also enter into a RIGHT 
relationship with the GOD of Israel (e.g. Psa 86:9; Isa 49:6, 60:1-3). 

And where that promise originated WAS (as we saw two weeks ago) with Abraham ((v8))  

HOWEVER, that PROMISE was NEVER a part of God’ plan under the OC (or through the WOTL). 

AND THE REASON I say that is B/C of what PAUL says in our verses for TODAY… 

  ((15 -16)) 

IOW: The promise made to Abraham (of the Gentiles one day entering into a justified and saving 
relationship with GOD) was NEVER something God intended to happen through OC Israel (or more 
importantly –the WOTL)… 

It was NOT (as Paul says) a promise made to Abe’s “offsprings referring to many (i.e. the many 
descendants of Abraham – known as the OC nation of Israel) – but referring to one” – MEANING the one 
descendant of Abraham-- JESUS Christ.  

And (as Paul also states) once THAT stipulation WITHIN the Abrahamic covenant has been “ratified” (i.e. 
a sworn commitment by oath) “no one annuls it or adds to it” SINCE “even with man-made covenants 
this was true (HOW MUCH MORE then with a divinely-made covenant – one between God and man!) 

(IOW): The contract God made with Abraham (to justify the Gentiles by faith) STANDS according to the 
EXACT TERMS by which it was made---which AGAIN in this case, WAS a commitment of fulfillment 
in/thru ONE offspring –that offspring being Christ (the very distant –in the future relative) of Abraham –
NOT OC Israel! 



*This is why BTW Gospels like Matthew make it a point to LIST out Jesus’ genealogy—so that you can 
see that He was the offspring of Abraham—and therefore a legitimate candidate for the fulfillment of 
THIS prophecy we are talking about right NOW! 

**This is why (also) THEN we HAVE more references in Matthew’s gospel to Jesus as the fulfillment of 
this promise regarding the GENTILES THAN any of the other gospel accounts. Matthew makes the 
connection at the very beginning of his gospel that Jesus is the descendant/offspring of Abe and THEN 
over and over throughout HIS GOSPEL makes the connection THAT Jesus is the ONE who brings salvation 
to the Gentiles (fulfilling the prophecy/promise made to Abe and one of His descendants)  - SO now you 
know (at least) one reason FOR that long Genealogical list in Matthew---As support for JESUS as the ONE 
offspring spoken of (in the covenant “ratified” with Abraham)—The ONE offspring through whom the 
blessing of Abraham to the Gentiles would come. 

And that (again) is Paul’s point…  

The WAY of JUSTIFICATION established for OC Israel (i.e. the WOTL) was (ALSO) NOT something GOD 
ever intended to Gentiles to observe as their WAY to being justified. 

Their way WOULD be the SAME as Abraham (thru faith alone) –through the coming of SINGLE 
OFFSPRING of Abraham and faith in HIM. 

THAT was the promise “ratified” (or given in sworn commitment to Abraham…(NOT to OC Israel but to 
JESUS –and the NC He would establish). 

The only QUESTION is… WHERE? 

Where is Paul coming up with this IDEA that God’s salvific purposes for the GENTILES skipped completely 
OVER the OC (and its WOTL for justification)---b/c that IS what Paul is NOW saying… 

NOT only DID he tell us (back in v8) that the promise MADE to Abraham about the Gentiles being 
blessed in him WAS (actually) God preaching the “gospel beforehand” of Gentiles being justified by faith 
alone –BUT NOW he is BOLD enough to SAY to US (and most especially the Gentile churches in Galatia – 
those he is most trying to convince NOT to observe the WOTL) that such was never in the mind of 
GOD—SINCE their JUSTIFICATION (period) WAS NEVER a part of the promises made to OC Israel (but 
instead pertained to Christ and the covenant which would come after that many years later—the NC)—
WHERE (in the world) is Paul getting all of this?! 

And if you DON’T see the relevancy of this QUESTION—consider WHO was originally on the opposing 
end of this…(the Apostles Peter and James—and the Jerusalem church!) 

We tend to READ what Paul says (and take for granted the biblical support he is using to make his point) 
trusting instead that whatever he says is true (and inspired by God) because of place in history—But I 
CAN GAURANTEE YOU – such was not the case with the Jerusalem gang (nor those churches in Galatia 
he was beginning to lose)!!! 

Unless they found Paul’s arguments to BE SOUND biblically, their plans of converting to FAITH + 
observance of the OC clean laws WOULD CONTINUE (in full force). 

Which means THAT it behooves US (just as it did them) to determine WHERE (in the OT) Paul is getting 
His information. 



Where (then) –or to what TEXT is Paul referring when he speaks of this promise (of nations/gentiles 
being blessed) through the SINGULAR offspring of Abraham? 

And WHERE (also) does it speak of such things being “ratified” (or given by sworn commitment from 
God)? 

Where it is NOT: when God first makes covenant with Abraham = ((Gen 12:3)) – notice, though you have 
“the gospel of the Gentiles being blessed-(i.e. justified”) here, you do not have it tied to fulfillment in 
ONE of Abe’s offspring. The only mention of “offspring is in relation to “land” ((see 12:7, 15:18, 17:1-
9))—Clearly here “offspring” (though singular in form) refers to many people –i.e. OC Israel. 

*In addition, never (in any of these verses) do we find God promising such things through ratification 
(sworn oath). 

Where we find all the elements mentioned by Paul: when God confirms His covenant with Abraham 
because of his faithful obedience in regard to Isaac = ((Gen 22:1-18)): 

One offspring: v17, 18 = “offspring” (singular); v17 = “his enemies”(3rd person singular)  

The promise: v18 = “in your offspring (singular) all the nations shall be blessed” 

Ratification: v16, 17 = “By myself I have sworn…I will surely bless you” 

This (then) is the TEXT Paul is referring to (as the means to convincing the Galatians and the opposition) 
that THE WOTL were never intended to be a part of God’s redemptive plan in justifying the Gentiles. 

THAT promise WAS (instead) GIVEN to the singular offspring of Abraham WHOSE covenant of 
redemption (i.e. the NC) would be established AFTER the OC. 

 What we can glean from knowing all of this: 

(first) Dispensationalism’s view that “the Jews failed to accomplish their mission of converting the 
Gentiles” is BAD THEOLOGY: 

Michael Grisanti, Associate Professor of Old Testament at the Master’s Seminary (the Dispensational 
hub of the West) says (and I quote),   
 
“The Abrahamic Covenant, which gives Israel an exalted place in God’s program for the world, promises 
that Israel will be a channel of blessing to ‘all peoples on earth’ (Gen 12:3)… In the years leading up to 
Isaiah’s prophetic ministry, the 
nation of Israel often failed to live in accordance with her G od-given function.” 
 

As we have just SEEN, the fulfillment of Gen 12:3 is Gen 22:1-18. Which means it is NOT tied to 
corporate OC Israel (the plural seed of Abraham), but to his singular seed – Christ! 

Not only that BUT (again) THIS is Paul’s WHOLE point in Gal 3:15-18: God NEVER intended the Gentiles 
to be saved under the OC – that promise WAS NOT given to THEM! Which means (also) neither were the 
WOTL (something they should ever be worried about).  

Which brings me to the 2nd thing we can glean… 



(two)  Without taking the time to “get into the deep end of the pool” with Paul (in places like Galatians 
3:15-18) – not only do you end up believing the BAD THEOLOGY of systems like Dispensationalism, but 
your interpretation of the OT (becomes a complete nightmare). 

Why I say that: b/c (as we have seen) Paul is doing far more than JUST defending JUSTIFICATION by faith 
alone in the book of Galatians, he is (also) providing US with the CORRECT LENS through which to view 
the OT.  Paul (iow) makes US a good interpreter of the OT scriptures. 

(third – and finally) We see (from the example in Gen 22) that the promises of God are dependent UPON 
the faithfulness of His people. 

Notice (again) from that text God says in v18, “and in your offspring shall all the nations of the earth be 
blessed, because you obeyed my voice.” 

This (as we have seen in the past) is the DYNAMIC throughout the biblical text: God’s promises (of 
blessing) are contingent upon our faithful obedience to all that He has commanded (no matter how 
difficult—as in the case of Abraham w/Isaac). This IS therefore an important part of the GOSPEL – an 
ASPECT (that as we see here in Gen 22) was also “preached”/taught to Abraham. Though he was 
justified by faith alone, HE still needed to maintain through faithful obedience that JUSTIFICATION if he 
were to receive the promised blessings. And the same is true for us. Even the idea of God swearing an 
oath of His commitment to us (if we are faithful) is a part of the GOSPEL we see in the NT (or under the 
NC).   As a matter of fact, it is this same GOSPEL (this exact dynamic) presented and preached to 
Abraham THAT is NOW given to us (as our gospel in the NT)---and in closing out our time for TODAY I 
want you to consider that WITH ME from ((Heb 6:1-20)) b/c the connection is yet another place in the 
BIBLE that testifies to its beautiful symmetry and consistency (ONE GOSPEL MESSAGE!). 

  

 


